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Creating the Card Bases from 12x12 
 

Here is a quick way to cut three cards from a 12x12 sheet of card stock. 
 

1. Trim off a 1” strip from one side and discard (this piece is now just for 
using as leftovers). 

 
2. Cut a 4” strip down the opposite side so that it is a 4”x11” strip.  Score 

in half to make a card that is 4”x5½”. 
 
 

 
 
 

3. With the piece that remains (8”x11”), cut in half lengthways to create 2 
pieces equally that are 8”x5½”.  Score each one in half to make a card 

that is 4”x5½”. 
 

4. You now have 3 scored card bases  
 

5. Repeat this for each of the other two sheets of 12x12 so you have a 
total of 9 cards. 
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Happy Birthday (with Metal Nailheads) 
 

Cut the base phoenix DP to 5 3/8” x 3 7/8”   
Adhere to card base. 
Cut a 2” strip from the solid green paper and trim so same width as base DP and adhere 
centrally. 
Cut two strips from stripey paper and adhere top and bottom of the 2” strip. 
Find circle border die cut and cut 2 lots of 3 circles.  Adhere as per picture and put self-
adhesive nailheads in each centre. 
Find rectangle die cut and stamp sentiment (Hero Arts C5594) centrally.  Use 1mm foam pads 
to stick in the centre of the card as per picture. 

 
 

 
 

NOTES : 
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Happy Birthday (with Scallop Border) 
Cut the base solid mustard DP to 5 3/8” x 3 7/8”   
Adhere to card base. 
Cut strip of the motif paper to 5 1/4” x 1 3/4” – adhere to card. 
Find scallop border die cut and red flourish edged die cut.  Adhere to card. 
Stamp sentiment (Hero Arts C5594) onto some mustard paper, trim, and mount onto some of 
the leftover white Bazzill. Use 1mm foam pads to stick in the bottom right of the card as per 
picture. 

 
 

 
 

NOTES : 
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Happy Birthday Dad 

 
 

Cut the DP to 5 3/8” x 3 
7/8” 
Adhere to card base. 
 
Cut some orange solid 
paper to 3 x 4¼“ 
Cut some grey motif paper 
to 2 7/8” x 4 3/16” (or so 
it leaves a small border 
when layered onto the 
orange) 
 
Find the die cut of the 
label and stamp sentiment 
(from CICSA6142) onto it. 
 
Die cut 2 swirls using 
marianne die (LR0119) 
from some mustard plain 
paper. 
 
Assemble and adhere card 
as shown – all flat stuck. 
 

NOTES : 
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Celebrate Your Birthday 

 
 

Cut the DP to 5 3/8” x 3 
7/8”  (I’ve tried to make 
a feature of the curve 
and cut so it’s central) 
Adhere to card base. 
 
Find die cut label and 
stamp sentiment 
(SSC1115) 
 
Use 1mm foam pads to 
adhere label to centre of 
card. 
 

NOTES : 
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Happy Birthday to You 

 
 

Cut the grey solid DP  
to 5 3/8” x 3 7/8”   
 
And cut grey motif DP to 
slightly less (giving approx. 
1/8” less all the way around) 
and layer to base DP. 
 
And a 1¾” strip from the solid 
green paper and adhere to a 
2 1/8” strip from grey solid 
paper. 
 
Layer to 2 panels already 
glued together and trip top 
and bottom. 
 
Find the border die cut and 
edge with a small strip of 
solid green (round the 
exposed corners before 
sticking together). 
 
Adhere this ensemble to card 
base. 
 
Add a sentiment (SSC1115) 
to the label – 1mm foam 
mount to card base at top 
half of the card.  Use self-
adhesive nailheads either side 
of the label. 
Finish the card with a die cut 
feature and nailhead at the 
bottom of the card as shown. 

NOTES : 
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Happy Birthday Mum 

 
 

Cut 3 panels: 
 
Solid orange – 2¾“ x 5¼”  
 
Solid light grey – approx. 
1/8” less  
(2 5/8” x 5 1/8”) 
 
Floral DP –  – approx. 
1/8” less  
(2½” x 5”) 
 
And adhere together 
before adhering off to the 
left of the card base. 
 
Fussy cut out 2 flocked 
grey flowers. 
 
Stamp sentiment 
(CICSA6142) onto circular 
die cut.   
 
Use 1mm foam pads to 
mount circle sentiment to 
card base. 
Then use pinflair to 
arrange the fussy cut 
flowers around the 
sentiment piece. 

NOTES : 
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Happy Birthday Mosaic 

 
 

Cut the grey solid DP  
to 5 3/8” x 3 7/8”   
 
Cut the mustard solid DP to 3¾” 
x 5 5/16”  
 
Adhere together and then to 
card base centrally. 
 
Don’t cut grey strip to size yet.   
Cut a 1.5” square out of the 
green, orange, and mustard 
solid DPs.  Cut each of the 3 
squares in half diagonally. 
Take one diagonal piece and 
adhere to some grey DP so the 
diagonal edge is a little away 
from the edge of the grey. Use 
this as the benchmark to stick 
the other diagonal pieces.  Then 
cut the grey to the right width 
size strip and adhere to card 
base, trimming top and bottom. 
 
Find die cut and stamp 
sentiment (SSC1115).  Trim and 
butt up to the diagonal strip. 
Flat stick.  

NOTES : 
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Happiest Birthday Ever 
Cut the green solid DP to 5 3/8” x 3 7/8”   
 

Cut a square of shiny grey/green motif DP to 3 7/8” (may need a little trim before you get to 
the point of sticking down). 
 

Find die cuts of large scalloped green border and dainty scalloped edge. And cut a tiny strip of 
solid green paper.  Adhere as per card. 
 

Find circle die cut and stamp sentiment (SSC1141).  Use 1mm foam pads to adhere base. 
 

Cut 2 designs from the shiny grey/green motif DP, decoupage as shown and finish with a 
nailhead. 

 

 
 

NOTES: 
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Dotty Happy Birthday 
Cut some orange solid DP to 5¼” x 3½”   
 

Cut the large dotty DP to 5 x 3 5/16”  
 

Adhere together and then to card base centrally. 
 

Cut a 2” strip of solid orange and use border punch top and bottom.  Adhere to card and trip 
ends. 
Find label die cut and stamp sentiment (SSC1141) centrally.  Use 1mm foam pads to adhere 
to the centre of the card base.  

 
 

 
 

NOTES : 
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